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FOCUS: - A. While extending the right leg up to 90 degrees, keep the left leg firm on the floor extending it too. Now as the breathing happens move the legs alternatively taking it in a cycling motion. You're Reading a Free Preview Page 19 is not shown in this preview. For a deeper practice, rotate BOTH legs together both Clockwise - Anticlockwise.
BENEFIT: - Stretches and strengthens the muscles of the entire leg. F. - Tightens the buttocks while also toning the muscles. FOCUS: - Coordinating the breathing while holding the pose. Benefits of the Wind-Relieving Pose (Pawanmuktasana) Strengthens the back and abdominal muscles Tones the leg and arm muscles Massages the intestines and
other organs in the abdomen Helps in digestion and release of gas Enhances blood circulation in the hip joints and eases tension in the lower back Contraindications of the Wind-Relieving Pose (Pawanmuktasana) Avoid practicing Wind-Relieving Pose (Pawanmuktasana) if you are facing the following health issues: high blood pressure, heart problem,
hyperacidity, hernia, slip disc, testicle disorder, menstruation, neck and back problems. BENEFIT: - Keeps the core muscles active and strong. Take a few breaths here. - Reducing unwanted gas from the stomach, while keeping clear of heaviness around the joints. Exhale completely to settle down back in Savasana A. View All - Get, set, go: With lying
on the back yoga poses (Yoga poses) Yoga practice helps develop the body and mind bringing a lot of health benefits yet is not a substitute for medicine. - A strong back and strong spine. - Balance and contraction of the abdominal muscles. Hold this position for about 10 seconds, making sure the back of the knee is close to the floor of the left leg.
Exhale and release to bring the legs down. Make 8 rounds of rotation (4 each way) while using the hands to support the lower back. Rotate the leg clockwise - anticlockwise while making sure the left leg is stretched out on the floor. Exhale out completely to settle back to the floor. Please consult a medical professional and/or a licensed yoga teacher
or yoga therapist before starting any exercise regime, including yoga. While rotating the leg should not touch the floor and the hips should not be raised. C. Release and now do the rolling from side to side while still holding the knees in your hands. So, while the left leg is at 90 degrees, the right leg is at 20 degrees off the floor. A. Hold it there, as
you take deep, long breaths in and out. BENEFIT: - Improves the core strength. Learn more at www.tummee.com A. While still holding the knees close to the chest, begin to raise the body at the lower back to practice rocking the body. It is important to learn and practice yoga postures under the supervision of a trained Sri Sri Yoga teacher. Improves the core muscle strength and tightens them. Release - Relax - Repeat one more time taking the hold for longer. Hold for couple of seconds and then raise the other leg and bring it to close to the chest. - Strengthens the back, the lower spine. Get started today for free! Note: Above yoga sequence is for educational purposes only. While doing
this, lift the left leg up 20 degrees off the floor. Inhale and raise one leg to press the knee close to the chest in Ardha Pawanamuktasana. FOCUS: - The coordination of breathing and the movement of the breath. Repeat this pose with the left leg and then with both the legs together. B. - Improves the muscles around the pelvic area. Rock the body up
and down and come to sit in a squat. Exhale and bring the legs down, and relax in Savasana. BENEFIT: - Increasing awareness. Breathing slow and deep hold this position for about 15 seconds. Turning the body left and right - for about 10 times, keeping the breathing in mind. While here, take a few moments to rest and continue to inhale and exhale,
couple of times. - Massages the entire back and the abdominal muscles. While raising the legs, the hands can rest towards the side of the body or stretched up above your head on the floor. FOCUS: - Feel the hamstrings stretch and open. Begin from Savasana. You may rock up and down or roll from side to side 3-5 times and then relax. WindRelieving Pose (Pawanmuktasana) forms a part of Padma Sadhana, a special sequence yoga poses, taught in Art of Silence (Part-2 Course) and DSN Course. - The expansion and contraction of the abdominal muscles. The two, in fact, are connected hence to have a peaceful mind it is absolutely essential that our digestive system remains strong and
Wind-Relieving Pose (Pawanmuktasana) yoga pose is a perfect cure for gas and constipation, two niggling problems of the stomach. - Improves the hamstrings and the calves. FOCUS: - The deep stretch of the hips and hamstrings. Space Element focus while opening the Throat Chakra Warming Up the Toes, Calves and Hamstrings The SECOND
STAGE of Practice in Supine Poses Viranchyasana B series Viranchyasana A series Preparing the flow for Vajrasanan Warming up the toes , calves and hamstrings The Practice of the Peak Pose Vajrasana Overlapping Feet The FIRST STAGE of Practice with Chair Yoga Can be done again Preparing the Flow for Vajrasana (Thunderbolt Pose) (Tummee
Reference Yoga Sequence) fLfo7 Below yoga sequence should be used as a guide by yoga teachers to create their own yoga class plans Overview (all images are tummee.com copyright) { "0": 140539294236611R9093, "1": 146645378318737R8438, "2": 150887506489958R268, "3": 146645378318737R3985, "4": 143655720638051R9864, "5":
146645465125212R2849, "6": 149300612229198R5579, "7": 151061706471366R3465, "8": 140547172450907R4060, "9": 140461889325794R5373, "10": 150335180143000R4470, "11": 150481177783354R3793 } publicyogasequences Yoga Sequence Builder for Yoga Teachers: Plan your yoga classes, build yoga sequencing foundation with sequence
guides, and get yoga sequencing ideas with daily yoga sequences and reference cues. Repeat this about 10 times keeping the breathing in mind. Breathe in and as you exhale, bring your right knee towards your chest and press the thigh on your abdomen with clasped hands. Pavana = wind, mukta = relieve or release, Asana = Posture or Pose There is
a very old saying in India, that if the brain and belly are healthy then a man is wealthy; meaning, when the mind is at peace and there is nothing ailing the stomach, then that person is fit and calm. It helps in centering the mind and consciousness. How to do Wind-Relieving Pose (Pawanmuktasana) Lie on your back with your feet together and arms
beside your body. (as the leg comes towards you exhalation happens and while it moves away from you inhalation happens). - Feel the tightness around the lower back and the hips. Inhale and raise the right leg up and begin to make circles with the entire leg, while keeping the knees straight. publicyogasequences
140539294236611R9093,146645378318737R8438,150887506489958R268,146645378318737R3985,143655720638051R9864,146645465125212R2849,149300612229198R5579,151061706471366R3465,140547172450907R4060,140461889325794R5373,150335180143000R4470,150481177783354R3793, Post Operative Yoga Poses done with
awareness Pre Operative Yoga Poses for gaining overall strength in the hips and core. This yoga pose, as its name suggests, is excellent for releasing abdominal gas. Pawanmuktasana is pronounced as PUH-vuhn-mukt-AAHS-uh-nuh. Checkpoint: As you exhale, tighten the grip of the hands on the knee and increase the pressure on the chest. G. In case
of any medical condition, practice yoga postures after consulting a doctor and an Sri Sri Yoga teacher. Write to us at info@srisriyoga.in. Doing Padmasadhana before Sudarshan Kriya deepens the experience of meditation. BENEFITS: - Expansion and contraction of the core muscles keeping them toned. - Going step by step with both the legs, and
giving equal stretch to the knee, thighs and core muscles. Sign-up for free to Tummee.com yoga sequence builder to view, copy, and edit the sequence. FOCUS: - Keeping the control over the movement along with the breathing. - Improves the strength of the back too. Release to repeat now with BOTH legs taking them to 90 degrees while holding the
legs extended. Lengthening yourself in Savasana. A. From the relaxed posture. Earth Element focus while opening the Root Chakra Bridge Pose with one foot over the other leg knee. Find an Sri Sri Yoga course at an Art of Living Center near you. Begin to lie on your back in Savasana. Release - Relax - Repeat now with both the legs, taking it to
around 15 rounds in each round. Inhale and raise the right leg up bending at the knee and pressing the tummy and the chest. Inhale and raise the right leg up extending the leg upwards bringing it to 90 degrees. - The breathing along with the rotation. Release - Relax - Repeat with the other leg. And after the second trimester of pregnancy. Release Relax - Repeat with the other leg, extending it to 90 degrees while holding for 10 seconds. Do you need information on courses or share feedback? As youinhale, loosen the grip. As you exhale, come back to the ground and relax. - The opening of the tight hamstrings, hips, glutes, calves and the knees. E. You're Reading a Free Preview Pages 6 to 15
are not shown in this preview. View all 12 yoga poses with cues. - Keeps the hip joint along with the knee strong and flexible. Breathe in again and as you exhale, lift your head and chest off the floor and touch your chin to your right knee. D. - Feel the core muscles contract and tighten to help hold the leg up. Padmasadhana can be done once in the
morning and once in the evening. Press the thighs close to the chest and holding the knees with your hands, lift the head up.
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